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Mixtape Title: The Temptations Greatest
Hits Year 2022 DJ Mix Suggestion(s): the
temptations greatest hits vol 2,
temptations songs 1967, 1968 hit single
the temptations, complete list of songs by
the temptations, temptations live,
temptations masterpiece, the temptations
1971, the temptations album 1990, Press
Release: Here comes the best of the
temptations christmas album free
download. It features the temptations
songs youtube temptations greatest hits,
the temptations songs mp3 download, best
temptations songs 1967, temptation song
80s, the temptations greatest hits vol 2
and the temptations greatest hits cd zip
download which have been carefully
compiled together from the temptations
albums. Download, enjoy and share this
mix with your friends and loved ones. Drop
your comments below. Have a nice day
wherever you are spending it! Enjoy The
Temptations Greatest 60s Hits Mixtape,
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Paul, your efforts continue to amaze. As a
fan of Dianas since 1965(all of age 6
thanks to Moms love for the Supremes) it is
nice to read objective overviews of Dianas
and the Supremes works, objective reviews
of their importance are so Rare. Anyhow, I
concur with your overall take on Volume 3
but as mentioned by David it did sell 1.5
million copies. Here is how I would have
composed the disc: 1. Reflections 2. Hello
David- Thank you for you thoughts on
Motown's relentless chase of the Greatest
Hits. I suppose there is no way around it-
they had to have 'em for the new album
and their promotional needs. I wish I had
the foresight to have excised a couple of
songs and all, but that would have meant
more work. Besides, if I'm going to do a
Greatest Hits, it's going to be a record you
can put on your turntable any time! I
decided to hold off on the final cut 'til after
the flipboard fiasco. Sigh. If you havent
already, come and visit my blog at Fabric
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of Diva . Thank you for the love and
respect!
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great album to boot! this album has much
better songs than Volume 3, which for the
most part were awful compared to the first
half of Vol 3. shes very underrated though

on most of the songs, especially on the
new ones. her vocals are better on some of
the older songs, but on the new stuff, hmm
maybe thats a critics way of saying shes no

longer relevant. she was still an amazing
singer and she always will be.  Paul, I love

your thoughts on volume 3. I have the
same thoughts. This was the last good

album on Diana by the way. I also agree
with your thoughts on this Greatest Hits.

The first 2 are still terrible. I love this one!
Even if it isnt the greatest album by the 5,

this is still a great album. Its too bad
Motown didn't release 2 albums before
this. Not much ever went on at Motown
before Volume 3. A lot of the mid 60's

albums didnt get released. What do you
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think of this one? I still dig this album. Its
good to hear its still appreciated by some.
Its not like the greatest hits were a flop.

They just didnt get a chance to shine until
this one came out. Its also nice to hear how

much Diana still influences the younger
artists today. She made some great music
in the 60's. Paul, it has been a long time

since we spoke. I have a few comments to
make on your review. Diana is an amazing

talent and one of the few people I have
seen take on the roles of some of the

greatest females in recorded history. Some
of her best songs don't even have any

background vocals! In addition to being an
amazing lead singer, Diana was a great

songwriter. I agree that these were
supposed to be toadies, the "lesser" acts of

the Motown family, but they were great
songwriters in their own right. No one can

take the credit for the great Diana
songwriters of the mid-sixties. Also, the

songs and arrangements on this record are
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some of the best Diana ever did. You can
really hear how much Diana influenced the

female vocalists of the 70's and 80's. In
addition to the Diana songwriters of the
mid-60's, Norman Whitfield and possibly
Holland/Dozier/Holland all had a major

hand in the great singing and songwriting
of this album. Diana's songs are still being

sung today, just as her vocals are still
admired by female vocalists. I agree with

you that this is a great collection of Diana's
greatest, but it isnt the best of what she
had to offer. This is still the fourth best of
the 80's, or so. If you would rather hear
some of Diana's earlier albums, such as

those done with the Mary Wells
consortium, try to find them. Now, onto
your comment on Motown not releasing

any other albums until this one. The
Motown family released a lot of albums

before this! There were many hit albums
recorded under Motown before this, and
I'm sure there were even some before
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Volume 3. I'm sure Diana has much to say
about this in her autobiography, which I'm
sure will be great reading. For now, enjoy
your article. Thanks for all your hard work!

5ec8ef588b
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